
When Nicole Prause stepped into the Kinsey Institute laboratory at Indiana University 
in 1998 as a student Research Assistant, she had no way to know this would become a 
career that put her at the center of cutting edge neuroscience and social justice issues 

in sexual health. 
  

Dr. Prause is a licensed psychologist, neuroscientist, and statistician who speaks 
internationally translating the science of sex to the public. 

NICOLE PRAUSE, Ph.D.
Naked  Neu rosc ience  

Nicole has been featured on: 
 

PBS Nova, National Public Radio (NPR), LA Times, 
San Francisco Chronicle, The Guardian (UK),  

and Men’s Health among many others. 

With her mobile laboratory, she is bringing demonstrations of 
sex laboratories, physiology, and neuroscience to documentary 

film sets, newsrooms, and web series. 



Science is in high demand to make sense  
of our ever-changing world, and  

Dr. Prause brings simple language to explain 
complex topics that people want to know about. 

When Nicole speaks, she brings data, balance, and the 
heart of a clinician to her audiences. She puts 200% 
into everything she does – whether that’s running a 

marathon, racing motorbikes, or giving a talk.  
She's the real deal.  

 

Watch out Neil deGrasse Tyson, there's a female 
neuroscientist in town! 



Nicole has been featured in:



MEDIA APPEARANCES: 
o  Discovery Channel, Sex in America - Expert on orgasm measure and demonstration 
o  PBS NOVA, Secret Lives of Scientists - Expert on women’s sexuality 
o  The Guardian,  Women’s sexuality series - Expert on women’s sexuality in web series 
o  Channel 4 (UK), Multiply-orgasmic women - Host and scientist 
o  der Penis, documentary - Expert on the German BBC about the penis 
o  Comedy Central, Nikki Glaser - Expert on orgasm measure and demonstration 
o  After Porn Ends, feature film - Expert on the effects of sex films 

EXPERT IN: 
o  Neuroscience 
o  Women in science 
o  Big data 
o  Biotechnology 
o  Sexual desire 
o  Sex after baby 
o  Orgasm 
o  Sexual satisfaction 

For Media Inquiries, please contact: 
Nora@Media2x3.com or Jess@Media2x3.com 


